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1.0. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose, needs and objectives for the Master Plan were developed 
based on a review of the Canyon Ferry Reservoir Resource 
Management Plan/Environmental Assessment and Silos Recreation 
Area Framework Plan; input from resource agencies, stakeholders, and 
the public; and conditions described in the Environmental Scan and 
Existing and Projected Conditions Report. As projects are advanced 
from the Master Plan, these elements may be incorporated in purpose 
and need statements for future National Environmental Policy Act 
(NEPA) documentation.  

2.0. PURPOSE 
The purpose of the Master Plan is to provide a long-term vision and 
blueprint to guide conservation, protection, enhancement, development, 
and use of natural and built resources at the Silos Recreation Area.  

In support of this aim, the Master Plan will identify, evaluate, and 
recommend development alternatives. The purpose of these 
alternatives is to encourage visitor use and enhance visitor experience 
at the Silos Recreation Area by offering improved and expanded 
recreational services, opportunities, and amenities. 

3.0. NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES 
The following needs and objectives will guide the alternatives 
development process.  

Need 1: Improve visitor health and safety. 
Objectives 

1.1:  Rehabilitate existing facilities and/or construct new facilities to 
meet current design standards. 

1.2:  Provide adequate water, waste, and sanitation systems and 
facilities.  

1.3:  Provide designated facilities and areas to ensure compatibility 
and minimize use conflicts.   

Need 2: Enhance visitor access. 
Objectives 

2.1:  Provide accessible paths and facilities for individuals with 
disabilities. 

2.2:  Improve pedestrian and vehicular circulation, connectivity, and 
wayfinding. 

2.3:  Enhance and expand boater access at site bays.  

 

Needs explain why 
action is necessary.  

 

Objectives provide 
detail on how to 

address the needs.  

Statements of purpose 
explain what  

is intended to be 
accomplished. 
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Need 3: Accommodate visitor demand. 
Objectives 

3.1:  Increase designated vehicular parking.  

3.2:  Augment boat launch and storage capacity. 

3.3:  Provide adequate overnight camping and day-use facilities.  

Need 4: Improve visitor comfort. 
Objectives 

4.1:  Modernize site facilities and amenities.   

4.2:  Provide shade, dust abatement, and privacy for site users.  

4.3:  Provide utility connections to enhance user convenience.   

4.0. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
The following considerations may affect development actions at the 
Silos Recreation Area. Alternatives identified in this plan attempt to 
address the purpose, needs, and objectives to the extent feasible within 
the context of considerations listed below, which will guide the 
alternatives evaluation process. Other considerations are not listed in 
order of importance.    

• Environmental resource conservation and protection 
• Local and regional planning 
• Temporary construction impacts 
• Funding availability 
• Construction feasibility and physical constraints 
• Economic development and local economy  
• Adjacent uses and quality of life 
• Maintenance cost, responsibility, and management sustainability 
• Regulatory and permitting requirements  

 

 

 

Other considerations 
are influencing factors  

that affect the way 
improvements are 
prioritized, funded, 

designed, constructed, 
and maintained. 

 
These factors are used 
as screening criteria 

to evaluate alternatives.   
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